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Review of The Symbols of CERO Trophies: D (17 ) ESRB: MaturePEGI: 18USK: 18 PS3PS412 March 2015 (JP) January 24, 2017 (WW)PCXbox One 1988, Japan... - Yakuza 0 slogan Yakuza 0 (⿓が如く0 誓い場所 Ryu ga Gotoku noo: Chikai No Basho, illuminated. As Dragon 0: The
Place of the Oath) is an action-adventure/beat-em-up originally released for PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4 on March 12, 2015 in Japan and May 14, 2015 in Taiwan, and exclusively on PlayStation 4 on January 24, 2017 in North America and Europe. It was ported to Microsoft Windows on
August 1, 2018. The game was designed and published by SEGA as the sixth main part (eleventh overall) of the Yakuza series and as a prequel to the original yakuza. On February 26, 2015, a free PlayStation Vita cover app called Ry'ga Gotoku 0: Free to Play Application for PlayStation
Vita (⿓が如く0 基本無料アプリ for PlayStation Vita?) was released. The installation of Yakuza 0 takes place in the era of the Japanese bubble, a period of extremely high property prices in Japan in the second half of the 1980s. The two main places of play are Camurocho, Tokyo and
Sootbori, Osaka. The two main characters Kazuma Kiryu and Goroha Majima are based in these two districts respectively. Plot Ch. 1 - Sworn in December 1988, Kazuma Kiryu is a member of the Dojima family of the Tojo clan. He works in Tokyo's Kamurocho district under the guidance of
his adoptive father and family captain, Shintaro Kazama, who was recently arrested and awaiting trial. One night, he collects debt from his paycheck, beating him in an empty lot in the middle of Kamurocho in the mornings of the family loanshark. Giving the collected money on loans, he
goes out with his best friend and sworn brother Akir Nishimiyayama for a night of karaoke, booze and ramen. The next morning, however, news of the two see on TV shows that a man Kiryu beat eventually dies and police investigate his murder. Kiryu informs the Dojima family's office about
a meeting with three of the family's lieutenants: Daisaku Kuze, Hiroki Avano and Keiji Shibusawa. The lieutenants tell him that they know that he attacked the victim and that the police are likely to find it too, so he has to surrender to keep the police from being too close in the family's
operations. However, Kiryu learns from them that the man was shot in the head, not beaten to death, so insists that someone framed him for murder. The lieutenants do not believe Kiryu and insist that he should surrender. As it turned out, the empty lot is in the center of a piece of land that
the city of Tokyo plans to buy for a large-scale reconstruction project. The Dojima family acquires this land for the Tojo clan to sell the city at an inflated cost, and the murder has complicated these plans, so the investigation must be quickly completed. When the lieutenants inform him that
Patriarch Dojima The family captain's position to whichever of them gains an empty lot for him, Kiryu suspects one of them is behind the murder and is trying to frame him so they can keep his foster father responsible and remove him from the family as well. After a brief investigation, Kiryu
confirms that it was Lieutenant Kuze who arranged the subst being set up. Distraught by the situation, Kiryu seeks advice from Nishika and the right hand of their adoptive father, Sergeant Osamu Kashiwagi. Kashiwagi tells Kiryu that the only way for Kazama not to be punished for Kiryu's
alleged crime would be if Kiryu was expelled from the family, but this would require the Patriarch's approval. Convinced that this is the only way, Kiryu decides to seek the Patriarch and ask for it, despite the objections of Kashiwagi and Nishiika. Kiryu breaks into the office of the Dojima
family, trying to find the Patriarch, but he is intercepted by Kuze. They hang in a hot battle until they are interrupted by two other lieutenants and Patriarch Sohay Dojima himself. Kuze is berated for being beaten by a low-ranking thug and forced to cut one of his pinkies as redemption for his
humiliation. Dojima expels Kirja from the family, but he is informed that, despite this, if the police arrest him and convict him of murder, Kazam will still have to be expelled from the family. When Kiryu protests, Dojima tells him that he is now a civilian, and there is nothing he can do to change
his mind. Ch. 2 - A mediator in the shadows, wandering the streets alone, Kiryu is approached by a mysterious armed man who claims to want to help him. A stranger takes Kiryu to his luxury penthouse and introduces himself: His name is Tetsu Tachibana, and he too seeks to own the
Empty Lot. He learned of Kiryu's predicament and, impressed by his fighting skills and courage in crossing the Dojima family, asks him for help. Kiryu, however, rejects the offer. Intrigued by Tachibana and the way he knew so much about him, Kiryu and Nishiki decide to learn more about
him and his mysterious company, the Tachiban Real Estate Agency. After some investigation, the couple learn one of Tachibana's agents, a man named Jun Oda, who has been purchasing a property around Kamurocho through various unscrupulous means. Oda catches on Kiryu and



Nishi investigation and invites Kiryu to meet him in the office of the company. However, when Kiryu comes to him, he is attacked by Oda and several thugs of the company. After Kiryu beats him, Oda reveals that it was all a test to see if Kiryu had the trick to learn more about them and the
strength to take them into battle. Tachibana joins the couple and tells Kiryu that he is actually working with his adoptive father, Kazama. As it turned out, Kazama fears that Sohay Dojima is becoming too powerful and that acquiring the Empty Lot will make him too rich to stop. He wants it not
to happen, but Do this through a proxy to avoid expulsion from the clan for betraying his boss, so he acts through the company of Tachibana. Finally, realizing Tachibana's intentions, Kiryu decides to join his company and help stop the acquisition of Dodzima Lot. The only problem is that
neither Tachibana nor Dojima know who lot's owner really is... Ch. 3 - Gilded Cage In the Osaka area of Sotombori, Goro Majima runs Cabaret Grand as punishment for his role in the failed murder of Yoshiharu Ueno three years ago. He is under the orders of his boss, Futoshi Shimano, to
deliver ever higher profits each month so that he is not returned to the dungeon of torture, where he spent a year after the failed strike. Overseeing his punishment is Shimano's sworn brother from the Umi Alliance, Tsukasa Sagawa, who constantly belittles Majim and reminds him that he
can return him to the Shimano dungeon whenever he pleases. After fighting a naughty patron who groped one of the club's hostesses and poached a top-earning hostess from a rival club, Majima returns to his tiny slum apartment. After smoking and looking at the city from the roof of his
building, he sees several people watching him from various buildings and streets around him: Sagawa's thugs are always watching him. Ch. 4 - Proof of determination After another day of grand management, Sagawa calls Majima to meet at the noodle stand. There he makes Majima an
offer: he can be immediately reinstated to his former position in the Shimano family if he carries a hit for them. The target is a pimp named Makoto Makimura, who allegedly acted in The Territory of Sagawa without giving him due. Despite his initial murder reservations, Majima agrees and is
given three days to kill. Majima begins to try to find Makimura and immediately finds information, contradict the story told to him By Sagava. Apparently Makimura is not the ruthless pimp Sagawa made it to be, but rather a bodyguard of sorts for the city's sex workers. Eventually, Majima
finds out that Makimura runs a massage clinic in South Sotobori and decides to break into place to ambush him. However, after the break-in, he was discovered by one of Makimura's assistants: a quiet blind girl who initially mistook him for a thief. Convincing her that he is just a client,
Majima stays for a massage while waiting for the arrival of Makimura. After all, Makimura, after all, Yavud Yavuz Yavuz shows him as a murderer. After Makimura convinces his unwitting blind assistant to bring him cigarettes while he works on their client, Majima and Maquimura are driven.
However, they are eventually interrupted by the sudden arrival of more yakuza. These new killers reveal something else Madjima: the man he thought was Makoto Makimura was Chinese gangster named Wen Hai Li and the real Makoto Makimura was a blind assistant. When the real
Makimura returns from the store, the killers kidnap her and shoot Lee. Majima pursues them and eventually rescues Makimura, pushing her into one of his hideouts. Although he briefly considers killing her, he believes he can't bring himself to do so. Ch. 5 - Honest Life As part of his
dedication to Tachibana Real Estate, Oda takes Kirya to meet a client at a Cafe Alps. The client asks to help him get rid of the squatter, occupying the property, which he recently bought at auction. Kiryu and Oda meet with a squatter who initially refuses to be released, even when he is
offered a significant monetary reward. However, after Kiryu beats the Yakuza thugs who squatted him, the squatter leaves. To celebrate, Oda tells Kiryu to meet him later at a bar called Serena. Kiryu goes to the bar and is surprised to be there Nishiiki, as he is accidentally a regular on the
spot. Two friends, along with the owner, Reina, have fun spending the evening drinking and chatting ... Until Oda gets to the bar. The realtor is brutally beaten and accompanied by Avano and several of his thugs. As it turned out, the bandits, who hired a squatter to occupy the client's new
apartment, were his employees, and the intervention of Kiryu and Oda cost him some money. In retaliation, Avano kicks Kira out in an alley behind the bar and strifies several thugs. After Kiryu sends the flour, Avano warns him that if he continues to interfere in the Dojima family business, it
will not matter that he is now technically civilian and he will be killed anyway. Avano offers to spare Kirya if he takes over Tachibana, as this incident was not the first time he contacted the Dojima family and the Patriarch wants him dead. When Kiryu refuses, Avano leaves, telling Kirya that
he was last warned. Ch. 6 - The Path of the Yakuza After meeting at Serena's, Kiryu meets Tachibana at Empty Lot. The realtor tells Kiryu that he believes he has discovered the identity of the owner of Empty Lot, but he needs time to check it out. He tells Kiryu that if he manages to acquire
Lot, he will have enough leverage over the Headquarters of the Tojo clan to get them to stop the expansion of Dojima. The next day, Kirya is attacked by Avano's thugs, on instructions to take him to his boss. Kiryu makes his way through the streets of the city, until he stumbles upon a sex
worker who took pity on him and tells him about a secret tunnel in the sewer leading from Camurocho. Turns out it's a trap created by Kuze. The lieutenant tries to run over Kiryu on a motorcycle in a narrow tunnel, but he fails and instead resorts to attacking him with a lead pipe. After Kiryu
defeats him a second time, an embittered Kuze tells him that no matter how many times Kiryu beats him, he will continue to stand up and come after him again until He's not going to die. Dies. leaves the unconscious Kuze behind and exits the sewer tunnel, only to find himself in the Avano
disco, where the lieutenant dances with a well-dressed woman and drinks expensive champagne. Avano repeats his suggestion to Kiryu: if he admires Kazama and Tachibana, his life will not only be saved, but will also be enhanced and enjoy the luxurious lifestyle that Avano does. Kiryu's
disgust tells Avano that these luxuries would be meaningless if they were involved in betraying the people who helped him when he was in need. Although Avano insisted that his men would continue to hunt him until he died, Kiryu again rejected his offer. When Kiryu leaves, he encounters
Nishi, who tried to find him in front of Avano's team. The pair are travelling from Camurocho in Nisika's car, while Nikishi promises to take Kiryu to safety. Instead, Nisiki leads Kirya onto a deserted forest path outside Tokyo and pulls a gun on him. He tearfully tells him that in Dodzima
hundreds of people are searching all over the city, intending to capture and torture him to death. Nishishi tells Kiryu that since he can't stop the dojima people, all he can do for him is give him a quick death. A distraught Kiryu agrees, but begs Nishika to take his head to Dojima after that, so
that he can climb among the Tojo ranks and become powerful enough to change the clan. After all, Nishi can't bring himself to kill him. Unfortunately, Kiryu tells him to forget about him, as they are no longer brothers before leaving. Ch. 7 - Dark escape in Solovori, Majima hid Maquimura in
the club's warehouse. In search of answers, Majima leans into a small underground clinic, which is operated by a Chinese doctor. Surprised that Majima is actually helping Makimura, Lee tells him he doesn't know why people are hunting her, but that he is working on a plan to trick The
bosses of Majima and the other yakuza who attacked them last night believing she was dead. Majima receives the takoyaki and takes him to Makimura to comfort her while she hides. While they have dinner together, Majima and Makimura talk about their lives. Majima describes her desire
to return to the Tojo clan, while Makimura says she is originally from China and that she came to Japan in search of her older brother, who left her hometown years before and left her only his old watch to remind her of him. rather it was caused by a psychological trauma that she did not
want to discuss. In order to keep up with the performances, Majima goes to work in Cabaret Grand. After work, Majima returns to the warehouse to find out that Lee is already there to tell him about his plan: Lee says she knows a woman who looks almost identical to Makimura and whose
disappearance is likely to remain He suggests that they kill her, disfigure the face of her corpse, put her in the massage form of the Makimura Clinic, and then ditch the body in river where it would be easy to find and thus make it look like Maquimura was killed. Majima is horrified by the plan
and insists that he will find another way to deceive the yakuza. Lee insists that there is no other way and that he must save Makimura at all costs. Li then tells Majima about a traumatic incident that caused Makimura's blindness: a few years earlier, she had come to Osaka from China in
search of her older brother. While she was there, she was tricked by a man with a bat tattoo on her arm and sold into sexual slavery for the Triad for which Lee worked. When Lee became disgusted with his gang's operations, he killed his old partners and freed all their captives. Makimura,
however, has gone blind to the trauma she has suffered, so Lee has been helping her ever since. They have a fight that Majima eventually wins. He takes Macimura's uniform from Lee so he doesn't put it on his supposed body double and walks away. Majima drops his uniform in a nearby
park, but the mysterious figure who followed him walks up to the discarded uniform and picks it up. Ch. 8 - Tug of War The next morning, Majima meets with Lee and the duo sees a news report that shows that someone else carried Lee's body double plan for them. Immediately after that,
an unknown person calls Majima and claims that he is the one who carried out the plan. He asks to meet him at Cabaret Grand, where he is already waiting for him. Majima goes to The Grand to find a place completely rented by a mysterious caller: Homare Nishitani, Patriarch of the Kijin
clan. Nishitani tells Majima that it was his men who tried to kidnap Makimura the night he was sent to kill her, and that he had kept him under surveillance since he foiled his plans. Nishitani tells Majima that he is fascinated by his skills and determination, so he asks him about two things: He
wants him to hand over to Makimura, since he was hired to take her alive, and he wants Majima to fight him. When Majima rejects both offers, Nishitani calls the police, saying he is robbing Grand. Insisting that Majima must fight him as he robs his business, Nishitani attacks him with a
dagger, but Majima holds him long enough for the police to arrive and arrest him. Immediately after the police intervention, Sagawa also arrives in Grande to talk to Majima about the completion of the work. Sagawa is pleased with the results, but he is concerned that Majima did not call him
as soon as the work was done, and that he left Makimura's face in such an unrecognizable state. After their conversation, Majima realizes that the body doppelganger will only deceive Sagava for a while. Majima goes to the warehouse and informs Lee and Makimura about what happened
in Cabaret, insisting that they should leave the city immediately. The trio sneak into Lee's massage parlour, avoiding more of Sagawa's men on the way to get to Lee's van, which they intend to use to leave the city. However Lee gets into the van to start it, he installs a bomb, which Sagawa
falsified there, fighting in the ensuing explosion. Majima and Makimura were injured in the blast but survived. They face Sagava, who was waiting for them. However, before he can kill them, Sagawa is shot from behind by a stranger in a white suit. The stranger knocks out Majima and
Sagawa, and then takes Makimura into himself. Ch. 9 - Ensnared In Kamurocho, dozens of thugs of the Dojima family scour the streets in search of Kiryu, who tries to keep a low profile after seeing his apartment get firebombed by Kuze thugs. After passing through the park, Kiryu
encounters Reina. Feeling sympathetic to his plight, Reina offers to let him hide from Serena for now. Unfortunately for Kiryu, as the Dojima family knew it was Nishi's favorite bar, they looked after the place in case Kiryu went there. Kiryu is attacked by Avano's thugs and forced to flee to
deter them from attacking the Rhine. On the street right next to the bar, he finds Kuze, Avano, and Shibusawa is already waiting for him, with dozens of his thugs around him and leaving him with nowhere to run. Kuze and his men descend on Kirya, but even with the help of ten of his men
Kuze is not able to defeat him. After Kuze fails, Avano pulls a gun on Kirya, but before he can kill him, Tachibana accelerates down the street in a sports car, forcing the Thugs of the Dojima family to drive off the road. Kiryu hastily gets into the car and Tachibana drives them both, taking
refuge in the underground parking lot. While they wait for Oda to pick them up in a more discreet car, Tachibana expresses admiration for how much Kiryu is willing to risk for the people he cares about regardless of personal cost, lamenting that he has never been able to do the same. Just
as Oda arrives in her car, Tachibana loses consciousness. Oda tells Kiryu that Tachibana needs emergency dialysis and that they must immediately take him to their safe house. Two men load Tachibana into Oda's car and leave. CH 10 - A man stands Oda and Kiryu take Tachibana to a
small underground clinic in Little Asia where Tachibana is given dialysis. Oda tells Kiryu that Tachibana needs this treatment daily because of the blood loss he received after losing his arm. He also says that Tachibana lost his hand protecting him from the thugs of the Imi Alliance, whom he
angered when they led a gang together in Osaka. The two men were then called to a meeting with the local leader of Small Asia, Elder Chen. The elder informs them that Tachibana and Oda will be granted refuge in Little Asia because Tachibana is part of China and because of all the help
they have given to the people of Little Asia. Kiryu, however, will not be given sanctuary, as he is an outsider, and harboring him will bring the wrath of the Dojima family down to Little Asia. With no other place to go, Kiryu goes to West Park to take refuge with the local population, which also
owes Tachibana a favour. The next day Oda picks Up Kiryu from the park and takes him to meet Tachibana. To Kiryu's surprise, Oda taken him to the Headquarters of the Tojo clan, where Tachibana arranged a meeting with the second chairman of the Takashi Nihara clan. Tachibana asks
the chairman to pardon Kiryu, offering one billion yen in compensation. Nihara is skeptical, asking why he should spare the life of a yakuza who acted so rudely against his own boss. Tachibana claims that Kiryu acted only to stop the uncontrolled expansion of Sokhe Dojima's power, which
he knows the chairman is also interested in ending. Tachibana promises that if Kiryu is spared, all three will follow Tachibana's plan to prevent Dojima from becoming so powerful that he can control the clan himself. Hearing this, Nihara agrees to pardon Kiryu. However, when the three men
leave, Nihara sends several dozen of his men to attack them to see if they have the real power to confront Dojima. Despite the strong resistance, three men manage to escape with their lives. Back in Little Asia, Tachibana tells Kiryu and Oda that he has confirmed the identity and
whereabouts of the owner of Empty Lot, claiming that they live in Sotobori. He also informs them that a third lieutenant, Keiji Shibusawa, has also sent people to Sotobori, so he fears he may also know. Faced with this opportunity, Kiryu and Oda decide to go to Sotobori to pick up the owner
and escort him to safety. Satisfied with this plan, Tachibana tells Kiryu that the owner of the Empty Lot is his sister Makoto Makimura. Ch. 11 - Murki Rusl in Sotobori, Sagawa took Majimu prisoner and spent the night torturing him in revenge for betrayal. However, realizing that he has no
clues about the identity of the man in the white suit who took Makimura, he frees Majima and tells him to find out where the woman is. Since Nishitani was the only person who showed an interest in catching Makimura, Majima concludes that the man in the suit could have worked for him.
After roughing up some Kijin thugs for information, Majima learns that Nishitani is still in prison after their struggle, and that the only person who can help him get into the said prison uncle Nishitani, a corrupt policeman named Detective Billiken. Majima gets in touch with Billiken, who agrees
to take Majima to Nishitani, but only if Majima takes part in three fights in the Lodge of Styx, an underground battle arena run by Billiken. Majima conveniently defeats three of his opponents, and Billiken will take him to the prison where Nishitani is located. As it turns out, Nishitani has the
entire prison on his payroll and uses the place as his secret headquarters, as his enemies are unlikely to fight his way through get to it in detail. After another fight between them, which Majima wins again, Nishitani agrees to tell the story everything he knows. Nishitani and the man in the
white suit did not work together, but based on his description, Nishitani tells Majima that this man is Masaru Sera; The patriarch of the Nikkio Consortium, a dangerous and secretive family of the Tojo clan, who conducted operations against the Umi Alliance during their last war with Tojo.
Nishitani also tells Majima that he has no personal interest in catching Makimura and that he tried to kidnap her only because Lieutenant Shibusawa of the Dojima family paid him for it. Nishitani offers Majima a position in his family, telling him that he is impressed with his fighting skills.
Majima refuses, insisting that he owes his imprisoned brother, Taiga Saedzima, to remain in Tojo if he is released. Nishitani tells Majima that he needs to start living for himself, not for others, and continues to open the prison cell where the two were locked up, offering to help Majima save
Makimura. However, before leaving, one of the prison guards pulled Billiken in front of the horror Nishitani. The guard tells Nishitani that Shibrusawa ordered him to be killed for not capturing Makimura and then shot him several times. However, Nishitani does not immediately die from shots
and beats the treacherous guard to death before succumbing to his wounds. Ch. 12 - The Man of The Mudima tries to find Sera on his own, fearing that if Sagawa finds him and Makimuru, he will kill her to follow Shimano's orders. However, Sagawa finds him as he tries to leave Sotobori
and forces him to take him with him as he goes after Gray. Majima and Sagawa tracked Sera to a luxury brothel known as Camellia Grove, which the Nikkio consortium uses as its base in Osaka. The duo broke up in search of Sera and ended up having to fight their way through the many
guards who patrol the building. Majima eventually finds Sera in the garden on the roof of the brothel, but discovers that Makimura is no longer with him. Sera is surprised by Majima's determination to help Makimura, although killing her would be much more beneficial to him, so he insists that
if he is going to tell him where he sent her, he should test his resolve. Sera attacks Majimu, who fights back in self-defense and eventually subdues Nikkio to the patriarch. Convinced of Majima's pure intentions, Sera reveals Makimura's ownership of Empty Lot, explaining why Dojima
wanted her, and that he sent her to Tokyo under the tutelage of a Tachibana Real Estate employee, as he worked with them as their liaison in Osaka. Just as he offers Majima the business card of Officer Tachibana, Sagawa shoots Sera from behind, seriously injuring him. Sagawa informs
the distraught Majima that now that they know where Makimura is, they will both go to Tokyo together to kill her. The Omsk patriarch hands Magima a business card that Sera intended to give him, showing that the Tachibana employee who was transporting Makimura Tokyo, was Kazuma
Kiryu. Kiryu. 13 - Crime and punishment a few hours earlier Kiryu and Oda met with Gray at his base in Osaka to accompany Makimuru to Tokyo. Sera tells Kiryu that he is an old friend of his adoptive father and that, like Kazama, he intends to do everything in his power to prevent Sohi
Dojima from becoming the next chairman of the Tojo clan. Makimura agrees to go with them after Kiryu tells her that they work for her long-lost older brother and that they will reunite her with him. The trio drives back to Tokyo by car, but is ambushed by Shibusawa and his thugs who try to
shoot and ram them off the road to kidnap Makimuura. After receiving some distance from the attackers, the trio pulls out of the highway and hides at a nearby construction site. When Oda sends a moment to view the site, Makimura tells Kiryu that she recognized Oda's voice when she first
heard his speech, as she had met him before: He is the man who kidnapped her and sold her to the Triad's human traffickers a few years earlier. Oda eavesdrops on her, pulls a gun on them both and takes Makimura hostage. Oda says that his sale of Makimura occurred before he met
Tachibana, and that later, when he realized that the woman he sold to the sex traffickers was the long-lost sister of his best friend, he decided that he would never allow them to reunite, as Tachibana would never forgive him if he found out about his past as a human trafficker. Oda tells Kiryu
that he made a deal with Shibusawa before their trip to Osaka: he would give him Makimuru, and in exchange he and Tachibana would be spared. Kiryu, on the other hand, will still have to die. Before Oda can shoot Kira, Maquimura pulls out of his cane a hidden blade and stabs him in the
leg. Taking advantage of his distraction, Kiryu charges Oda and takes away his gun. Immediately after that, the thugs of Shibrusawa arrive, having received a tip from Oda. Kiryu and Makimura run, leaving Oda behind, but not before Oda pleads to tell Tachibana the truth about what he did.
Kiryu and Makimura pass through the people of Shibusawa, barely escaping from capture. Shibrusawa arrives and his men brutally beat Odu for his failure before finishing it with a shot to the head. Ch. 14 - Unwavering Bonds Once again in Kamurocho, Kiryu leaves Makimura hidden with
the homeless of West Park until he can contact Tachibana. Kiryu finds him in Little Asia, but this place is attacked by Sibusawa's thugs, who took refuge with a map on Oda's body. Kiryu and Tachibana defeated the thugs of Shibrusawa, but then they were ambushed by a mysterious killer
who shoots Kiryu, seriously wounding him. The killer claims to have acted on the direct orders of Patriarch Dojima to capture Tachibana alive. Tachibana agrees to go with him, but only if he spares Kiria. A few hours later, Kiryu wakes up at the Asia Minor Clinic, followed by Elder Chen, who
usually has The elder tells Kiryu that the man who took is a notorious Chinese assassin named Lao Gui and asks Kirya to help save Tachibana, as he is very dear to the people of Little Asia. Kiryu agrees and leaves, only to be seen by more sibusawa people as well as Nishi. Shibusawa's
thugs tell Nishiiki to prove that he is still loyal to the family by killing Kiryu. Nishiiki refuses and instead attacks other family members, beating them with the help of Kiryu. Kiryu explains what happened in Little Asia, and pleads with Nishi for help him find Tachibana before Dojima's family kills
him, to which his brother agrees. Two men find and interrogate Sergeant Sibusawa, who led the attack on Little Asia, and discover that Tachibana is in a nearby abandoned building, being tortured by Kuze and his men to force him to reveal the whereabouts of Makimoura. Kiryu and Nishiiki
go to the abandoned building, but arrive too late to stop one of Kuze's men from fatally stabbing Tachibane, torturing him. The duo fight with Kuze and his men, subjudging them before leaving with the seriously wounded Tachibana. Kiryu tells Nishiki to find Makimura and bring her to them,
as he fears that Tachibana will not come out. After Nishishi leaves, Kiryu takes the dying Tachibana out of the building, living in the Empty Lot. Nishika arrives with Makimura, just as Tachibana dies, with Makimura barely able to greet his brother before he dies. CH 15 - The Scattered Light
of Majima and Sagawa travel together to Tokyo to find Makimuru, but they are intercepted by the Shimano family, who take them to meet their boss. In a meeting with Majima and Sagawa, Shimano reveals to them both his plan: he knew from the beginning that Majima would not be able to
reach the murder of Makimura, but instead protected her and protected her trust. Now Shimano needs Majima to use this trust between them to get her to give him an empty lot, so that he can use it as leverage to become the next chairman of the Tojo clan. In return, Shimano promises to
return Majim to his family. Majima wanders around the city in search of Makimura, furious at how easily he manipulated Shimano, but also realizes that forcing her to give him the Empty Lot is probably the best way to get The Dojim family to stop chasing her. He finds his way to Kazama's
office, where he confronts Kashiwagi and demands to know where Kirya and Makimura are. Kashiwagi refuses to give them up, leading to a fight where Majima is the winner. When Majima threatens Kashiwagi's unconscious life, one of Kashiwagi's men tells Majima that he may have found
Kiria at Serena's, as it is his sworn brother Nisika's favorite bar. Majima goes to the bar and, until he finds Kiryu, he finds Nishi. Asked about Makimura's whereabouts, Nishichi attacks Majima, believing him to be another of Shibrusawa's thugs. However, after Majima defeats Nishi in battle,
he clarifies that he is trying to help Makimura and it was he who saved her from men back to Sothoree. Nishichi sadly tells Majima that neither he nor Kiryu know where Makimura is. Apparently, after seeing her brother's death, Maquimura asked to bury Tachibana in the Empty Lot, and
while Kirya and Nisiki were distracted while making a funeral, she fled. With no further leads, Majima goes to the Empty Lot in the hope that he can pick up the trace of Makimura. Much to his surprise, he sees Makimura standing on one of the nearby roofs. When he rises to where she is,
Majima realizes that something has changed in her: she began to gain sight. Ch. 16 - Proof of Love Maquimura tells Majima that the shock of hearing her brother dies right in front of her caused something in her, and now she can see the outline of things, but her vision is not yet fully back.
She also insists that she needs revenge on The Lieutenants of Dojima, as they are responsible for the deaths of Lee and Tachibana, two of her dearest people. Majima tries to dissuade her from his intentions, as further participation in the Dojima family can lead to her killing. Realizing that
during their life together, Makimura developed feelings, Majima offers to run away with her and go to some place where neither Dojima nor Shimano dare to find them. Makimura is hesitant about this, but agrees after some consideration. However, while Majima is distracted by getting
takoyaki for her, Makimura slips away again, leaving a message with a nearby homeless man telling Majima that she is determined to take revenge. After meeting some of The Shibusawa people, Majima determines that Makimura surrendered to Sibusawa, and he took her to meet
Patriarch Dojima in his penthouse. In a hurry, Majima follows them. In the penthouse of Dojima Shibrusawa, Makimur introduces Patriarch Dodzime to a meeting attended by Lao Gui, Kuze and Avano. Dojima congratulates Shibusawa for having purchased the owner of the Empty Lot for
him and promotes him to the Family Captain. Makimura offers to give Dojima empty Lot almost for nothing if he executes his three lieutenants. Much to the surprise of the lieutenants, Dojima briefly considers this idea before turning Makimuru down. Dojima tells Makimura that he doesn't
really need her to sell Lot to him. Since the property is so small, the Kamurocho redevelopment project can go without the Tojo clan, acquiring it, as long as its owner does not object to it. Just as Majima arrives at the penthouse and makes his way past Dojima's guards, Lao Gui shoots
Makimura on the subpoena of Dojima. Before Majima can attack Dojima and his lieutenants, they all sit in a waiting helicopter and run away from the scene. Furious, Majima brutally beats all the Security Guards who are left behind, leaving many of them close to death. He then tries to
resuscitate Makimura and fights to carry her back to the elevator. Much to his surprise, Sera and a group of his men arrive soon after, Sera survived the Sagawa attack in Osaka. Sulphur guards load Makimura into one of their cars and transport him to an underground clinic under the
protection of Sera. Distraught, Majima accompanies Sera's people to the clinic and breaks down in tears while he waits for emergency surgery. CH 17 - Black and White New Shibusawa wants to strengthen his position as second in the Dojima team, so he orders his men, as well as Avano
and Kuze to kill all supporters of the former captain Kazama. Elsewhere, Kiryu gets wind of what happened in Dojima's penthouse from Sera. He tells him that Makimura survived the shooting and that he would keep her safe at the hidden headquarters of the Nikkio Consortium in Shibaura
Wharf. Shortly after talking to Sera, Kiryu hears about the thugs of the Dojima family heading to Kazama's office, and correctly assumes that Shibrusawa is making his move. Kiryu goes to Kazama's office, but he is stopped on the street right outside Kuze, all on his own. After all the
humiliations that Kirya has subjected him, all Kuze wants is to defeat him in order to regain his lost pride. They fight in the final battle and, despite Kuze's determination, Kiryu again insults him. Immediately after that, Nisiki and Kashiwagi leave Kazama's office, defeating Kuze's men inside.
The defeated Kuze confesses to himself that he will never beat Kira, and then warns the three that Shibrusawa knows about Sera's hidden base and that he mobilizes all his men to attack him and kill both him and Makimuura. Kiryu and Nishishi decide to go ahead and warn Sera, while
Kashiwagi gathers the people of Kazama to provide backup. Elsewhere, an angry Majima heads to the Dojima family office, but is interrupted by Sagava and some members of his team. When Majima tells him of his intentions, Sagawa threatens him, telling him that if he attacks Dojima, it
will have a negative impact on Shimano's business and for the Umi Alliance. Madjima, no longer intimidated by Sagava, quickly beats him and his men before continuing on his way to Dojima's office. By the time Kiryu, Nisiki and Kashiwagi arrive at Nikkio headquarters, the Shibusawa attack
has already begun, but the people they brought with them are helping even the odds. While Kashiwagi and his men remain to restrain the thugs of Shibrusawa, Niski and Kiryu head to a private yacht Nikkio moored outside his base, where Shibusawa is looking for Makimoura. Kiryu
eventually manages to reach Shibusawa, who holds the unconscious Makimuru hostage. Shibrusawa explains that after many years of being promoted because of more charismatic yakuza such as Kazama, Kuze and Avano, he finally gets the recognition he deserves, and he will not allow
a low bandit like Kirya to threaten it. Kiryu manages to drag Shibrusawa into a fight, mocking his power and after a long duel he defeats him and saves Makimu. Back in Camurocho, Majima breaks into Dojima's office. Most of the family's people were sent to attack the offices of Kazama and
the Nikkio base, Majima easily makes his way to the offices of the Patriarch alone. However, before he can get to Patriarch Dojima, Majima stops Awano, who recognizes him as one of Shimano's security forces. Avano wonders why Majima is so risky for a woman he barely knows, to which
Majima responds, saying he has come to enjoy life dangerously recently. Impressed, Avano challenges Majima in a duel, which he eventually loses. They are interrupted by Patriarch Dodsima and Lao Gui, who attack both of them because of Avano's failure. Awano dies in battle, but Majime
eventually manages to defeat Lao Gui, much to dojima's horror. Before Majima can kill Lao Gui, he is stopped by Sera, who arrives to inform Dojima that he is already lost, as Makimura woke up from a coma after Kirya was rescued and signed an empty lot with him. Epilogue Weeks later,
the top patriarchs of the Tojo clan gather at headquarters. President Nihara informs those present that, due to the interest of the police generated by the recent problems of Patriarch Dojima (including the arrest of both Kuze and Shibusawa), he has been suspended from the processing of
land acquired for the Kamurocho revitalization project. Instead, Patriarch Sera gained control of the land because of his acquisition of Empty Lot, and he is made clan captain: His successor as the next chairman when he dies. Sera agrees to the promotion, and humiliated Dojima is forced to
obey. In Sotrobori, Majima bids farewell to Sagava, who is impressed that Majima has survived the ordeal. Although Majima says that the fact that he had to cope with Sagawa's coercion helped him learn to live like a real yakuza, he also doesn't want to see him anymore. Moments after
Majima's departure, a dejected Sagawa confronts the Alliance's Umi killers and is quickly executed. In Serena, Nisiki and Reina are horrified when Kiryu tells them that he is returning to the Dojima family. Kiryu insists that he is unfit for civilian life and that since Kazama will soon be released
from prison, he will need the help of both Kiryu and Nishi in managing family operations. Months pass, and Majima is reinstated in his post in the Shimano family. Patrols the streets, he encounters some of his thugs chasing Makimuru and one of her friends. Angry, Majima beats thugs for
molesting civilians. Since Makimura never came to see him clearly before they broke up, she wouldn't recognize him. Since he wants her to move away from her ordeal, Majima does not tell her who he is and instead leaves. In the post-credits scene, Makoto returns to an empty lot to leave
flowers for Tachibana when she hears soft music from the mound. While she's digging in this place, she finds her brother's old watch, which she lost back in Sothoree. Elsewhere, in scene of the game, Majima and Kiryu finally meet face to face in the streets Heads There are 17 chapters in
this game: Development Game was first announced at a special yakuza event on August 24, 2014 along with the trailer. In 2014, it was announced that the game would be localized in Chinese, which was eventually released in Asia in May 2015. On December 5, 2015, at the PlayStation
Experience 2015 in San Francisco, Sony Computer Entertainment's Joe Corsi announced that Yakuza 0 would be coming to America on PlayStation 4. While the game trailer was released, which ends with a statement that it will be released in North America and Europe, later in the day
Sega posted a tweet on Twitter saying: We know that the Yakuza series is loved by all its fans in Europe, but unfortunately at this point we are not able to confirm the release of Yakuza 0 EU. A YouTube trailer for the game has been edited to remove the word Europe. In July 2016, the
developers confirmed that the game will be released in both America and Europe in January 2017. The game was released worldwide on PS4 on January 24, 2017. It was well received by the Western market, with Metacritic giving it an 85/100 rating. During E3 2018, Sega announced that
both Yakuza 0 and Kiwami will come to PC. Yakuza 0 was released on Steam on August 1, 2018, becoming the first title officially released on PC. Mini-games A variety of mini-games are present in Camurocho and Sotobori. Classic Sega Arcade Games of the 1980s are included and can
be played at the SEGA Club, along with classic mini-games such as bowling and karaoke. The following games are included in both cities: Admission Yakuza 0 debuted at number 1 in Japan's software chart in its first week of release. The PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4 version sold
146,000 units and 90,000 sales respectively. The review of PlayStation LifeStyle's PS4 version was 9/10, calling it the best in the series and the result of 10 years spent not only perfecting the formula, but adding to it. The game received 36/40 from Famitsu on both platforms. The popularity
of Yakuza 0 in the West was such that it caused a kind of renaissance for the English localized series, which almost died after poor critical and commercial performance of Yakuza: Dead Souls. SEGA Yakuza's official English-language Facebook page has grown in size from about 2,000
fans to more than 50,000 in the weeks following the Western release of Yakuza 0 in early 2017. Since then, the momentum of the series in the west has continued to grow, to the point that the Kamurocho-based spin-off Solution has been released with several versions of the text in
European and even an English audio version, something that hasn't happened since the release of the original Yakuza in 2006. Sales as of June 2015, Yakuza 0 has sold more than 500,000 copies in Japan and the Sino-speaking regions of Asia. Sega President Haruki Satomi said the
Chinese version of the game was sold more than originally expected. Yakuza 0 became the eighth selling game in the UK in its release Sales in the country were so high than expected that the game's stock began to heat up. In 2014, the Japanese version of Yakuza 0 won the Japan Game
Awards for Outstanding Achievement in the Future. Future Division is dedicated to the pre-sale of games that were shown in the Tokyo Game Show. The regional differences the English version of the game will change the way chapter titles, text of the introduction of symbols and the text of
the meeting will be displayed in any entry released in the Western Territories in the future. For chapter titles, the original Japanese characters will be displayed with transparency, soon after that an English translation will follow, which is written in a new font. The text of the introduction of the
symbols and the text of the meeting were completely replaced by the English text (in the font), which has not been done since the time of Yakuza 2. The Chinese and Korean versions simply displayed their translations as subtitles, similar to localized versions of Yakuza 3 and Yakuza 4. In
the Chinese version, the model Lao Gui is different. This is because it is based on and voiced by Hong Kong actor Sam Lee. Like Ryu ha Gotoku Ishin!, released a year earlier, much of the Japanese version of Yakuza 0 is blocked from recording using the interchange button on the PS4,
while the western version only has restrictions on the final chapter. The retail copy of the Japanese version of Yakuza 0 comes with user guidance, while the western version only comes with a drive. Links External Links Links
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